ABSTRACT In this paper, a new contribution plots approach based on least squares is proposed to realize fault detection and diagnosis for quality-related sensor faults in industrial processes. The proposed approach can achieve the quality-related fault detection and diagnosis simultaneously using an indicator of contribution plots. The process variables are decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces, which are quality-related and quality-unrelated. Then, the variable contributions to statistics are calculated in each subspace, and quality-related fault detection and diagnostics are achieved by analyzing the contribution plots of all variables. Finally, the validity of the fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper is verified by simulation analysis of the Tennessee-Eastman process.
I. INTRODUCTION
For complicated industrial systems, the efficient operation and high-quality product are the core objectives [1] - [3] . In order to achieve the objectives, a simple and effective method should be developed for the entire industrial process, so that the failure or abnormal items can be detected quickly and main causes can be found out [4] , [5] ; in the meanwhile, the influence of the failure on product quality can also be detected, thus the effective scheme can be provided to ensure the continuous operation of the industrial system [6] , [7] . Therefore, the research on quality-related failure detection and diagnostic methods is very meaningful to the practical application. In addition, the accurate failure detection and diagnosis are also related to the safety and reliability of the industrial process.
In recent years, relevant research achievements have been developed. As a typical data-driven process monitoring method, multivariate statistical process monitoring (MSPM) can be used to detect and diagnose failures or abnormal conditions [7] - [9] . The principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) are two kinds of MSPM methods widely applied [10] - [12] . These methods are used to set up a model used for process monitoring based on mass data recorded under normal conditions, thus the process variable can be divided into two subspaces, which are: principal component subspace and residual subspace. Then the failure detection is carried out with detection indicators in two subspaces separately. The PCA is usually used to detect failures or abnormal conditions in the process variable [13] - [15] , while the PLS is used to set up the linear relation between the process variable and the quality variable. In the meanwhile, the quality variable is also referred during the decomposition of process variable space. PLS is usually used to detect failures or abnormal conditions influencing the product quality [16] - [18] . Therefore, compared with PCA method, PLS is more suitable for failure detection related to the quality output.
However, the decomposition of traditional PLS on process variable space is not thorough [18] , [19] . Hence, the failure detection method based on PLS cannot clearly distinguish the failure with or without influence on product quality; thus many false alarms occur, which influences the operation efficiency of the industrial system; in order to improve the disadvantages and shortcomings of PLS model, Wold et al. [20] has proposed the orthogonal signal correction method; the idea of this method is to remove the process variable which is orthogonal with the output before the use of PLS, based on which, Xie et al. [21] proposed the PLS method for orthogonal; two methods mentioned above are belong to the pre-processing method. In addition, the residual subspace of traditional PLS model also includes the variable components with larger variance, which is unsuitable to receive the monitoring of Q statistical magnitude. In order to solve above problems, Zhou et al. [22] proposed the total projection to latent structures (T-PLS); this method is sued to decompose the process variable into four subspaces, and the change of which is subject to the monitoring of four statistic magnitude; this method is the post-PLS handling method, which is applicable to the failure detection related to the quality. In order to solve the non-thorough situation in PLS decomposition, Yin et al. [23] proposed the improved PLS method to achieve the process monitoring, which can be used to realize better detection on quality-related failures. However, methods mentioned above can only be used to detect the occurrence of fault through fault detection indicators, the main cause of such fault cannot be diagnosed.
In recent years, more and more scholars study the fault diagnosis, and many research results have been achieved [24] , [25] . Except for normal PCA or PLS, the contribution plot does not require the acknowledgment of any information about the fault; therefore, it is the failure diagnosis method widely used in practical application [23] . However, researches and current achievements about contribution plot are mainly based on PCA and PLS, the indicators usually used for failure diagnosis are T 2 statistical magnitude and Q statistical magnitude. The contribution plot of Q statistical magnitude indicates the significance to each variable influence of such detection indicators at different sampling time. If many alarms occur in the Q statistical magnitude of the sample, then the variable with obvious contribution should be researched as the key point. The contribution plot of PCA scores indicates the significance to each variable influence of detection indicators of T 2 statistical magnitude; the variable with largest contribution shall be deemed as the main cause to failures or abnormal conditions. The contribution of Q statistical magnitude can be the cumulative sum of each element through decomposition, and each element is the contribution to each process variable. However, the decomposition cannot be carried out easily due to the definition of T 2 statistical magnitude. Miller et al. [26] defined the contribution of each variable, however, it cannot be used directly in the practice application. Nomikos and Macgregor [27] defined the variable contribution of T 2 statistical magnitude, which includes the crosstalk among variables. Westerhuis et al. [28] proposed a generalized contribution which includes all main components; the contribution of this new definition is also applicable to the non-orthogonal situation of score vector and load vector; however, as for the process monitoring based on PLS, this generalized contribution is still an approximate value. In addition, the definition of above contribution may be subject to negative contribution. Qin et al. [29] defined the variable contribution applicable to the process monitoring based on PCA, Miller et al. [26] extended it to be applicable for PLS-based process monitoring. However, the definition of these contributions still cannot meet the decomposition conditions. As for such problem, Nomikos and Macgregor [27] proposed the new definition on variable contribution. However, the contribution plot methods above are subject to the following disadvantages: no matter how to define the variable contribution, it can only focus on the detection indicators based on PCA or PLS, which is obviously not applicable to quality-related fault diagnosis [32] - [34] . In addition, it should be clarified that the contribution plot method is effective for simple sensor fault, but of ''smear'' effect on complex process fault, such effect may reduce the difference between the contribution variables and non-contribution variables, it may even result in incorrect diagnosis under extreme conditions [35] , [36] .
In order to ensure the high-efficiency operation and high-quality product of modern industrial system, and avoid the disadvantages and defects of existing literatures, the contribution plot based on least squares is proposed in this paper to achieve the detection and diagnosis of quality-related sensor faults [37] , [38] . Compared with the fault diagnosis (firstly the fault detection should be passed with detection indicators, then the fault diagnosis is achieved with contribution plot method, etc.) in existing literatures, the method proposed in this paper is the improved design to the existing contribution plot method; the fault detection and fault diagnosis can be achieved only with the improved contribution plot. This method is to decompose process variable space through the orthogonal decomposition so as to obtain the quality-related subspace and quality-unrelated subspace firstly, then the variable contribution of Q statistical magnitude is calculated in each subspace separately, thus the relative contribution plot of all variables can be obtained. The occurrence of fault can be detected directly, and the influence of fault on the final quality as well as the main cause of such fault can be detected according to the control limits of the definition. At last, the proposed method is verified that it can be used to detect the quality-related sensor fault through the Tennessee Eastman Process (TEP), and the cause of such fault can be analyzed, thus the fault diagnosis is achieved.
The contributions of this thesis are listed as follows: 1) For the quality-related process monitoring, the subsistent problems of existing methods are analyzed.
2) The new diagnosis method is proposed for qualityrelated fault diagnosis which offers more succinct logic and lesser computational cost than PLS and T-PLS.
3) Compared with diagnosis results of PLS and T-PLS, LS based on contribution plots can provide more precise detection and diagnosis results.
The following structure of this paper is presented as follows, the details of LS and contribution plots are described in Section II. In Section III, we use TE example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Finally, the conclusion is summarized in Section IV. VOLUME 6, 2018
II. QUALITY-RELATED SENSOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD
As for actual industrial process, the record of data measured is subject to the sample with n process variables (input) x = x(1) x(2) · · · x(n) T ∈ R n and the sample with quality variables (output) y = y(1) y(2) · · · y(n) T ∈ R m , all samples meet the normal distribution. It assumes that all measured data contain N samples, then the measured data can be expressed with matrix X and Y separately, which is:
In order to ensure the detection and diagnosis on quality-related sensor fault, improvement to existing contribution plot method has been proposed in this paper; the new contribution plot can be used to detect the occurrence of the fault and diagnose the main cause of the fault. The detailed design process is provided hereunder.
A. LEAST SQUARES (LS) ALGORITHM
The orthogonal decomposition is applied to the process variable based on LS method [13] , [14] in this section; the process variable is decomposed into the quality-related and quality-unrelated subspace, in which, the quality-related subspace is of all contributions to the quality output, which is expressed withX; however, the quality-unrelated subspace is orthogonal withX, which is expressed withX, which is:
Firstly, according to the offline training data set, the coefficient matrix M (between X and Y) is calculated as follows.
where E is the residual value of Y. then
If the X T X is reversible, then the coefficient matrix M can be calculated as:
If XX T is the singular matrix, then the coefficient matrix M can be calculated with:
where ( * ) † means the pseudo-inverse.
If
, where P x ∈ R n×m ,P x ∈ R n×(n−m) and x ∈ R m×m [6] .
Secondly, the singular value decomposition is made to the matrix MM T , which is:
where P M ∈ R n×m ,P M ∈ R n×(n−m) and M ∈ R m×m . Then the rectangular projection defined in the subspace span{M } and span{M } ⊥ is M and † M , which is:
The X is decomposed on two orthogonal subspaces based on the reference [13] , which means:
B. ANALYSIS ON IMPROVED CONTRIBUTION PLOT
As for the sample x of each process variable (input) measured online, according to the orthogonal decomposition method mentioned above, we can know that
Obviously, the monitoring ofx andx can be replaced with the monitoring of P
T M x are larger. Therefore, the T 2 statistical magnitude is usually used to achieve the monitoring on the industrial process. However, the contribution plot improved in this paper is used to define the contribution of each variable based on the T 2 statistical magnitude of P T M x andP T M x, then the fault diagnosis is achieved by calculating its relative contribution.
The T 2 statistical magnitude [13] definition ofx is:
Define a new matrix:
Then the T 2 statistical magnitude definition ofx follows the thesis [13] , which can be:
54160 VOLUME 6, 2018 γ i,x is the i-th line of x . Therefore, the variable contribution of T 2 statistical magnitude definition ofx can be defined as:
Similarly, the T 2 statistical magnitude definition ofx can be defined as:
Define another new matrix:
Then the T 2 statistical magnitude definition ofx can be:
γ i,x is the i-th line of x . Therefore, the variable contribution of T 2 statistical magnitude definition ofx can be defined as:
According to the variable contribution of T 2 statistical magnitude in different subspace defined above, we need to define a control limit to achieve the detection and diagnosis of sensor fault. It assumes that the variable contribution C is approximately obeying the normal distribution, if the confidence limit defined is, then the control limit of corresponding contribution is C α , the specific form of which is:
where the µ(C) and s(C) are the mean value and standard deviation to the contribution C. The universality exists, and the confidence limit α is selected as 99%. At last, the relative contribution C/C α shall be calculated for each process variable sample measured online so as to obtain the relevant contribution plot; thus the quality-related sensor fault detection and diagnosis can be achieved; it should be clarified that: the relative contribution of all variables under normal conditions are equivalent on statistics.
Compared with the contribution plot method in existing literatures, the method proposed in this paper that to achieve the fault diagnosis based on the definition of relative contribution in quality-related and quality-unrelated subspace is more reasonable, and easy for application. The traditional contribution plots are used to select the process variable with the maximum contribution value as the main course of the fault by comparing the contribution of different process variables of the same statistic magnitude. However, the contribution amplitude values are also different even under normal conditions, therefore, the method by comparing the absolute amplitude of variable contribution to decide the variable of fault is not reasonable in the practical application.
C. QUALITY-RELATED SENSOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD
In conclusion, the quality-related sensor fault diagnosis method based on the improved contrition plot can be concluded as follows:
Offline Training:
Step 1: normalization processing on data matrix X and Y .
Step 2: calculate the coefficient matrix based on Eqn. (3)-(4).
Step 3: decompose the singular value on the matrix MM T based on the Eqn. (5) so as to get P M andP M . Online Detection:
Step 1: record the data sample x measured online; calculate the variable contribution of two subspaces separately based on Eqn. (5).
Step 2: calculate the relative contribution of each process variable based on Eqn. (19) .
Step 3: achieve the fault detection and diagnosis based on the following decision logic.
• As forx andx, if the relative contribution C/C α of all process variables is smaller than 2, it means that no fault occurs;
• As forx, the relative contribution C/C α of all process variables is smaller than 1; as forx, the relative contribution of certain process variables is larger than 1, it means the fault occur, and the fault is unrelated to the quality; in addition, the process variable corresponding to the relative contribution C/C α larger than 1 should be the main cause of the fault.
III. SIMULATED ANALYSIS
The TEP is used in this section to verify the effectiveness of the proposed quality-related sensor fault diagnosis method. TEP is a simulation platform developed by Eastman Company [19] , [39] , the reaction process of such chemical process is shown in Fig. 1 . This chemical process shall include five main units: reaction tower, condensing tower, separator, compressor and stripping tower; eight materials: gas feed composition A, C, D and E; insoluble inert composition B, liquid product composition G, H and liquid by-product composition F. The main reaction process is that: the gas feed composition generates the reactant through the catalyst in the reaction tower; the reactant generates the gas-liquid mixture in the condensing tower; the gas and liquid are separated with separator, the gas of which enters into the reaction tower after compression, and the liquid is further purified to get the final product in the stripping tower, then the residual composition enters into the reaction tower again. The specific reaction in the reaction facility can be described as follows:
VOLUME 6, 2018 where liq and g are the gas component and the liquid component, respectively. There are 52 variables in TEP, which are divided into two modules: manipulated variable (MV) and measurement variable (MEAS). The MV module includes 11 control variables, which are expressed with MV (1)- (11); the MEAS module includes 22 process variables and 19 analysis variables, which are expressed with MEAS(1)-(41). There are 16 known variables and 5 unknown variables in the TEP, which are expressed with IDV (1)- (21) separately. The description of all variables and faults can refer to the literature [20] . TEP is of no direct module, it can only relay on a mass of process data; however, the data set in literature [28] is widely used in the research. Such data set consists of 22 (1 fault-free state and 21 faulty states) offline training data set and their corresponding online detection data set. The training data set of fault-free state includes 500 samples, and the training data set of fault state includes 480 samples; all online detection data set includes 960 samples. This simulation process is used with such data set, and the fault-free training data set is used as the modeling data; 22 process variables, MEAS(1)- (22) and 11 control variables, MV (1)- (11) are selected as the process samples; and the analysis composition G (MEAS(35)) of purified gas is selected as the quality variable. The parameter are N = 500, n = 33, m = 1, the confidence limit is set up as α = 99%. 
A. FAULT IDV(4)
Firstly, it assumes that the fault IDV(4) occurs, which means that the inlet temperature of cooling water of the reaction tower is of step-type fault; the fault IDV(4) is corresponding to the changes of variable MV(10), which means the 32nd variable x(32) among the process samples in such simulation. The contrastive analysis is carried out based on the contribution plot of PLS and T-PLS method to the proposed method separately, so that the effectiveness of the proposed method can be verified. Fig. 2 is the relative contribution plot of fault detection and diagnosis based on the method proposed in this paper; the relative contribution of T 2 x statistical magnitude in LS does not exceed the control limit; however, the relative contribution of a variable of T 2 x statistical magnitude exceeds the control limit obviously, and the maximum value of relative contribution is corresponding to the variable 32, thus it is judged that the process variable 32 is of fault, and such fault does not affect the quality output. Fig. 3 shows the fault variables; according to Fig. 3 : the variable 32 is of obvious step-type changes, thus it can be judged that the process variable 32 is faulty, but the quality output y does not of obvious fluctuation; it is obvious that such fault does not affect the quality output. In order to carry out the comparative analysis on the contribution plots method based on LS and the existing PLS and T-PLS [19] , the relative contribution plots of corresponding statistical magnitude of PLS and T-PLS in case of fault IDV(4) are provided separately. Fig. 4 shows the relative contribution plots of the corresponding T 2 and Q statistical magnitude of PLS; according to Fig. 4 , the relative contribution of T 2 statistical magnitude has three variables which exceed the control limit obviously except for the variable 32, which exceeds the control limit; and such result cannot be used to diagnose if the variable 32 is of any faults, and cannot be used to judge of the influence of variable 32 on the output. Fig. 5 shows the relative contribution plots of four statistical magnitudes of T-PLS; the relative contribution of T 2 y and Q r statistical magnitude does not exceed the control limit, based on which we can confirm that the fault generated does not affect the quality. However, the relative contribution of several process variables of the T 2 o and T 2 r statistical magnitude is large, we cannot identify which variable is subject to fault.
For fault IDV(4), PLS based contribution plots cannot divide the accurate faulty variables into corresponding subspaces. T-PLS based contribution plots needs four statistics to diagnosis the variables behind the fault, which further increase computational burden. According to the simulation results mentioned above, only the variable 32 exceeds the threshold specially, LS offers convinced results for 32nd variable x(32), and the quality-related subspace has no exceeded variables. The contribution plot method based on LS proposed in this part is more accurate in detecting the quality-related fault, and the process variable with fault can be judged by analyzing the contribution plots so as to achieve the fault diagnosis.
B. FAULT IDV(14)
In addition, it assumes that the fault IDV (14) occurs, which means that the water value of cooling water of the reaction tower is stuck, the fault IDV (14) is corresponding to the changes of variable MEAS(9), MEAS(21) and MV (10) , which means that the 9th, 21th and 32th variables of the process sample are selected in the simulation; the similar simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 . Fig. 6 is the relative contribution plots for fault detection and diagnosis based on the method proposed in this paper in case of the occurrence of fault IDV (14) , the relative contribution of T 2 x statistical magnitude in LS does not exceed the control limit; however, the relative contribution of individual variables of T 2 x statistical magnitude exceeds the control limit obviously; and the maximum value of relevant VOLUME 6, 2018 contribution is corresponding to variable 9, variable 21 and variable 32 separately; thus we can judge that the fault occurs in variable 9, variable 21 and variable 32; and such fault does not affect the quality output. Fig. 7 shows the faulty variables; according to Fig. 7 : variable 9, variable 21 and variable 32 are subject to obvious fluctuation, based on which we can judge that the variable 9, variable 21 and variable 32 are subject to faults; but the quality output y is of no obvious fluctuation, and such fault will not affect the quality output obviously. The relative contribution plots of the statistical magnitude corresponding to PLS and T-PLS in case of fault IDV (14) are provided separately. Fig. 8 shows the relative contribution plots of T 2 statistical magnitude and Q statistical magnitude corresponding to PLS, and according to Fig. 8 , besides variable 9, 21 and 32, the relative contribution of T 2 statistical magnitude of many variables exceeds the control limit obviously, and the influence of fault on the output cannot be judged. Fig. 9 shows the relative contribution plots of four statistical magnitudes of T-PLS, and the relative contribution of T 2 y statistical magnitude and Q r statistical magnitude does not exceed the control limit, thus we can confirm that the fault does not influence the quality; however, the relative contribution of many process variables in the T 2 o statistical magnitude and T 2 r statistical magnitude are larger, thus we cannot identify which variable is of fault.
According to the simulation results above, T-PLS diagnosis more variables and some variables are same. For PLS based contribution plots, it offers inaccurate variables in wrong subspaces. The contribution plot method based on the LS provides accurate diagnosis results which accords to the mentioned variables (variable 9, variable 21 and variable 32). Consequently, the contribution plot method based on the LS proposed in this paper can be used to detect the quality-related fault much accurately, and the process variable of the fault can be judged through the contribution plot so as to achieve the fault diagnosis.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the contribution plot analysis method based on least squares is proposed for quality-related sensor fault. The orthogonal decomposition of process variable space is achieved through the least squares method, and it is decomposed into the quality-related and quality-unrelated subspaces; then the contribution plot analysis method is used to detect the quality-related and quality-unrelated faults and to find out the main course of the fault. According to the simulation result of TEP: the contribution plot method proposed can be applied to the detection and diagnosis of quality-related sensor fault, it means that: the occurrence of the fault and the influence of fault on the quality can be detected; and the process variable with relative contribution exceeding the control limit obviously can be the main cause of the fault; thus the fault diagnosis can be achieved. In conclusion, this method can be effectively applied to the detection and diagnosis of quality-related sensor fault. 
